
An Encouragement of
Learning... Minority
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Chihiro Masui
・AFAB (assigned female at birth)／Gender identity: female
・pansexual（could be open to people of any sex or gender identity）
・demisexual（being sexually attracted to someone only when I have an 
emotional bond with them）
・Managing a blog about sex, gender, sexuality… so on (https://gendercooking.com/)

Today’s discussion：

- In this world, there are lots of inequality, intolerance, and injustice about gender 
and sexuality.
- What kind of inequality, intolerance, and injustice are there? For example?
- Why such inequality, intolerance, and injustice exist? What are the demerits of the 
inequality, intolerance, and injustice?
- what can we do to improve these situations?

I think there are few things we can do to reduce the demerits of 
inequality, the intolerance, and the injustice

Introduction
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https://gendercooking.com/


What is majority/minority?

Majority
（Dominant group 

in society）

Minority
(Non-dominant 

group in society)

It changes based on time, place, occasion, country, era…

For example: women
⇒Minority at the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare
⇒Majority in the field of childcare 

Everyone has both majority-ness and minority-ness
（No one is complete majority or minority)

Tend to 
discriminate
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Point 1:
Investigate 

minority-ness
in yourself 
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All men are created equal
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People say “all men are equal”. But…

Actually, there are rich men and poor men, or wise 

men and stupid men in this world. 

Yes, there are superiors and inferiors.

So, we should learn and overcome other people

     if we want to become happy!
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① I have suffered from being female a lot

Wish you were a man…

Too bad you will
change your surname

You have to do chores as
you are a lady!

It is not cute to argue
with men

（When my brother was born）

Finally we have a 
grandson!! Thank god! 7



I can carry
heavy 

things!!

② I have tried living as “male” so hard

I can handle 
dirty jokes and 
harassments!!

I can work 
24 hours!

I won’t shed 
a tear nor 
become 

hysterical!
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③ But in the end… 

I could 
never be a 

man…

This is very 
exhausting…
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④ Saw Raja

Many people are trapped 
in the small box of gender.

I want to become “beacon 
of hope” for those people.

You can think outside of 
box! That’s what I want to 
tell by doing drag.
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⑤ Met Candice

Maybe you are demisexual!

I am lesbian, but there are 
also other sexualities like
“pansexual” …

In the USA, there was the 
series of protests called “the 
Stonewall riots” in 1969 
which led to the fight for 
LGBT rights.

…this is… and that is…
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⑥ I can now look into my minority-ness
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Let’s study more, enhance your majority-ness,

and beat up others to be happy!

Let’s study more, investigate your minority-ness, 

and encourage others to be happy!

No, that’s not
my tactics.
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I‘ve never thought of anything like that.
I know discrimination is bad, 
but as I’m ordinary Japanese,

I think I don’t have any minority-ness.

But, then my colleague said…
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Point 2:
Investigate majority

characteristics in yourself
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English
Pamphlets

Japanese
Pamphlets

By living with Candice, I noticed…

Oh!
Foreigner!
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Majority Minority

・八方美人
・短気
・お化粧が嫌い
・甘いものが苦手
・女性である
・恋人が同性である
…

・Has Asian-features
・No tattoos
・Non-vegan

・Being female
・demisexual
・pansexual
・having same-sex
    spouse

Everyone can be majority/minority
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Becoming conscious about your majority-ness 
can be difficult than you think…

Level Ⅰ：Not conscious

Level Ⅱ：Gradually becoming conscious, 
                      feels sense of guilt and anger

Level Ⅲ：succumb to pressure to maintain the  
                    status quo

Level Ⅳ：Becoming conscious again,
                      having doubts about society

Level Ⅴ：Learn about why you are majority

Level Ⅵ：Make an action to change the situation 

Level Ⅰ：Not conscious

Level Ⅱ：Experience discrimination

レベルⅢ：それでも現状維持へのプレッシャー
に負けて、マイノリティを避ける

Level Ⅲ：Learn about why you are minority

Level Ⅳ：Becoming positive about the fact that             
                   you are minority

Level Ⅴ：Make an action to change the situation

To be conscious about your 
Majority-ness

To be conscious about your
Minority-ness

If you don’t have any disadvantage, you can live without thinking 
about it 19



However, what comes around goes around

It’s none of
my business

Having
trouble…

Having
trouble!

It’s none of 
my business

Q:If you want to bring your child up to racist, what you should do?
A:You should talk nothing about discrimination.

（Cherry Steinwender）20



Majority-ness

Minority-ness

Minority/Majority is two sides of a coin

Can’t see…
I can see
clearly!
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Majority-ness

Minority-ness



All men are equal.
→All men can feel pain.

You should be conscious about it 
and make an action 

to diminish inequality
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How to 
make an action
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The worker of the ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 
came out as pansexual (The Asahi Shimbun)
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https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/
en/news/backstories/2289/
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https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Gender/Japan-passes-
controversial-LGBT-law-5-things-to-know
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Important notice:
We MHLW make this page to introduce 

our policies about sexual minorities
because of the law
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裁判情報 結婚の自由をすべての人に訴訟（同性婚訴訟） | 結婚の自由
をすべての人に - Marriage for All Japan -

https://www.marriageforall.jp/en/plan/

https://www.marriageforall.jp/plan/lawsuit/
https://www.marriageforall.jp/plan/lawsuit/
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Your action influences someone

Those people should have gone to 
Ukraine if they want to do 
something for humanity!



Thank you for listening!
30
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